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A story you won’t forget

“Life is 10% what happens to you and 90% how
you react to it”
After serving four years in the Air Force, at the age 26, Jason achieved his goal to work on the
streets of Phoenix as a rookie police officer. Then, only 14 months into his career, Jason's life took an
unexpected tragic turn. On the night of March 26th, 2001, a taxi cab crashed into the rear of Jason's
patrol car. Upon impact, Jason's car burst into flames, trapping him inside.
Through a series of miraculous and fateful circumstances, Jason survived the crash and ensuing
physical and emotional catastrophe. He suffered severe burns to over 40% of his body which drastically
altered his appearance. He has undergone more than 50 surgeries just to have the ability to accomplish
simple daily tasks we often take for granted.
Jason's journey chronicles his fight for life, his triumph over tragedy and the inspiration that
enables him to continue to overcome unimaginable adversity. His personal narrative exemplifies that the
power of the human spirit can never be underestimated or extinguished.

Jason’s presentations will show you about:
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▶
▶
▶

Overcoming Adversity
Life Change
The Power Of Love
The Human Spirit
Embracing Your Challenges And Always Be The Best
Version Of You
Never Giving In, Never Giving Up
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Testimonials
“"I would highly recommend Jason Schechterle as a motivational speaker for your
company or organization. He does an excellent job tailoring his message to your
audience via personal accounts and multi-media imagery. As a former police officer and
burn survivor, his story will both inspire and captivate attendees." -Christopher Graham,
Executive Director of Business Development, Community Tissue Services

“"I wanted to take a moment to thank you for speaking at the Raytheon Missile Systems
(RMS) leadership forum earlier this month. Your personal story truly embodies turning
challenge into great opportunity. Your public speaking skills and your ability to connect
with the audience are best in class. I continue to receive emails from RMS employees,
who want to express their sincere gratitude for having had the opportunity to hear your
story." - Dr. Taylor Lawrence, President, Raytheon Missile Systems

“Jason was the keynote presenter at the American Association of Tissue Banks’ 2016
Annual Meeting. From the moment he stepped on stage, he was engaging, engrossing,
and very entertaining. He has a gift for public speaking and I would not hesitate to
recommend him to any group who is looking for a keynote or motivational speaker. Not
only was he extremely professional, but he was a pleasure to work with during the
planning process.” - Jennifer S. Keller, Vice President, Professional Development,
American Association of Tissue Banks (AATB)

"The one true blessing we have, the one
thing we have control of in our lives, is our
attitude. It’s the only thing you have control
of, every single day, every situation. You get
to decide what your attitude is going to be”
- Jason Schechterle
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